Context Measurement in the Democracy Matrix

As second level of measurement of the democracy matrix, context measurement is based on core measurement and involves other relevant factors, which influence the democracy quality of a country and permit the measurement of overall democracy quality to be more “realistic”. In contrast to the endogenous properties of core measurement, the factors taken up here are not conceived as characteristics of democracy itself, but rather concern the exogenous embedding of the political system: How is democracy quality distorted by external factors? Three groups of exogenous factors in the sense of necessary conditions are adduced, all of which remain within the limits of a middle-range definition of democracy, since only their impact on democracy quality is examined (e.g. social inequality produces political inequality): educational inequality, informal institutions and statehood. These factors are presented on this website using the indicators selected from the V-Dem dataset for the purpose of operationalisation. The aggregation rules are described [here](#).
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Fig. 1: Context Measurement in the Democracy Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedures of Decision</th>
<th>Freedom</th>
<th>Equality</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free Elections</td>
<td>Equal Opportunity to Participate, Equal Vote</td>
<td>Oversight by Electoral Commission</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Regulation of the Intermediate Sphere | Freedom to Organise | Equal Rights to Organise and to Act | Oversight via Associations, Political Parties and Civil Society |

| Public Communication | Communicative Freedoms | Equal Opportunity to Participate | Oversight by Media |

| Guarantee of Rights | Independence of the Judiciary, Legal Security | Equal Rights and Equal Treatment by the Judiciary | Effective Jurisprudence |


| Educational Inequality | (v2peedueq) | equality_context_facto | CDF |

source: own presentation
1. Adjusted Calculation of Core Measurement
Taking Context Factors into Account

Context measurement arises from combining context factors with core measurement. The scale of the individual context factors is restricted to 0.75 to 1, whereby a lower value represents high disruption by context elements and high value represents limited disruption by the context. From the point of view of democracy theory, a multiplication procedure on the result of the core measurement is justified, due to the status of the influencing factors as necessary conditions. By way of the multiplication procedure, these factors can never increase democracy quality, but can only change it for the worse. The most negative impact of context factors (0.75) is assessed as so serious that a country with a maximum core measurement value (1) is situated in the deficient democracy range. If no negative context factors are present, the result of the core measurement is, finally, confirmed.

2. Impact of Educational Inequality

Education can be seen as necessary condition for the functioning of a democracy. Education – above all, political education – assures that democratic rights, procedures and institutions are known to citizens. Without political competence and knowledge, citizens cannot make use of them (Lauth 2004; Lauth/Schlenkrich 2018).

Education enters into the democracy matrix as educational inequality and thus affects the entire dimension of equality. Educational inequality cannot be attributed to an individual institution, but rather equally affects the democracy quality of all institutions. Citizens without political knowledge and competencies have a harder time formulating their interests (procedures of decision, regulation of the intermediate sphere, public communication) and claiming their rights (guarantee of rights, and rules settlement and implementation) in all areas of democracy.

V-Dem indicators used: v2peedueq
Aggregation rules applied: CDF

3. Impact of Informal Institutions

In addition, democracy-encumbering informal institutions such as clientelism, corruption and the threat of violence have to be included in democracy measurement, since – just like formal institutions – they influence the behaviour of actors. Since they influence the functioning of a democracy negatively in the sense of a necessary condition, their impact cannot be ignored (Lauth 2000, Helms/Levitsky 2004). Moreover, informal institutions have a multi-dimensional impact: harm done to just one single democracy dimension or democracy institution due to the presence of informal institutions cannot be reasonably assumed. They can be conceived rather as “broadband indicators” for the condition of a democracy. For example, corruption undermines the functioning of a democracy in a variety of ways. On the input side,
the decision-making process is perverted, inasmuch as decision-makers are manipulated. On the output side, the implementation of democratically made decisions is undermined and highly distorted. V-Dem offers institution-specific corruption indicators, which we take up.

**V-Dem indicators used:** v2elpeace, v2psprlnks, v2mecorrupt, v2jucorrdc, v2lgcrrupt, v2exbribe, v2excrptps, v2exthftps

**Aggregation rules applied:** CDF, average

### 4. Impact of Statehood

Understood in the tradition of Max Weber as legitimate monopoly on the use of force, statehood is also an elementary condition for democracy quality (Bäck/Hadenius 2008, Schlenkrich et al. 2016). A falling degree of statehood brings about a reduction in the quality of any regime, whether it is autocratic or democratic. Since many studies have indicated that statehood is not always fully present in new democracies, this aspect should be taken into consideration in democracy measurement, in order to arrive at appropriate results.

This aspect should be taken into account in later versions of the democracy matrix. For the moment, however, the V-Dem indicators are not offered due to data errors.

**V-Dem indicators used:** -

**Aggregation rules applied:** -
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